Value of Urbanization

by the Government of Kenya under the theme Mexico, Nepal and Uganda. Urban October will conclude with Habitat Scroll of Honour theme.

Partners and UN-Habitat are organizing a wide array of activities to raise awareness of urban issues and opportunities to improve the Habitat Global Observance of World Habitat, as lead UN agency on sustainable urbanization, can provide to national governments, local and regional authorities, and other conference at UN Headquarters in New York, in which UN-Habitat's Executive Director, Ms. Mohd Sharif participated along with the UNDP.

Supply Upgrading Project and implemented jointly with Hargeisa. Vulnerable households in Jimcaale and Ayaha IV IDP settlements responding from the Bungamati community with everyone joining hands to repurposed its activities to support low income urban women to across Fiji to raise awareness and help alleviate the impacts of Children and youth in Fiji are working closely with local artists International Development Agency, the United States Agency for.

main road serving Garowe town. JPLG plans to gradually expand supported the Ministries of Interior for Somaliland and Puntland to settlement work of their homes.

works of their homes. local responses, contributing to technical and policy guidance, and mainstreaming settlement settlements, access to temporary housing and food, awareness campaigns and

The, recently launched by UN-Habitat, Sub-Saharan Africa Atlas on people, and response of their cities to the pandemic. Over 1,800 people responded from 113 countries. As part of the COVID-19 Campaign, UN-Habitat launched a crowdsourcing survey in June to find out the social and economic impact to help them respond to the pandemic in more than 250 cities in 37 countries.
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Strategic Projects of the State of Quintana Roo, (AGEPRO). 200,000 people and entails development of a linear park of more than 16 km, underdeveloped neighborhoods. The project is expected to directly benefit about improving the living conditions of all population groups in Cancun, particularly in improve and consolidate the infrastructure, services and equipment, essential to urban segregation and social inequality existing in the city. This Park will develop, Equity Park

Digitizing participatory budgeting in General Excellence, Mexico

Participatory Budgeting, this reform proposes tools and ideas that have been proposed in the State of Quintana Roo. In its Fourth Decade of Digital Transformation, this Chamber issued a resolution recognizing as part of the government’s digital strategy to help in some introductory steps to the state’s constituents to know the science, methodology, participation tools, and strategies. This strategy is aimed at not only solving citizens’ needs in the area of public finances, but also promoting a culture of participation in the social and political life of the Mexican people. Participatory Budgeting is being used in Escobedo, Mexico using a
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WUF10 was held in Abu Dhabi in 2020. The World Urban Forum brings together policymakers, practitioners, researchers, and civil society leaders to discuss the latest challenges and solutions for making our cities and towns more sustainable, resilient, and inclusive. The theme of WUF10 was "Cities for All: Inclusive and Sustainable Urbanization." The forum aimed to advance the implementation of the New Urban Agenda and the Sustainable Development Goals, and to discuss how cities can contribute to achieving a sustainable future.

Participatory Budgeting is a process that involves citizens in the decision-making process regarding how to spend part of the public budget. It was first implemented in Brazil in the 1970s and has since been adopted by cities around the world. Participatory Budgeting lets citizens propose ideas and decide how to spend part of the public budget. It has been found to improve transparency, accountability, and community engagement in the decision-making process. Participatory Budgeting is being used in Escobedo, Mexico using a
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